To participate in a Tartan Talk informational interview please agree to the following:

☐ **Your eligibility.**
The program is open to **current undergraduate students only.**

☐ **Your availability.**
Within one week of receiving your employer contact information, you will email them to begin setting up a time for your Tartan Talk. You do not need to have your talk within this one week period, but you must initiate the conversation. Copy the [takeatartantowork@gmail.com](mailto:takeatartantowork@gmail.com) email to this correspondence.

☐ **Your confidentiality.**
You will not share the Host contact information with other students.

☐ **Your commitment.**
You will complete the informational interview as assigned. Withdrawal or cancellation after placement will lead to loss of eligibility for future informational interviews and you will be required to meet with the CPDC Associate Director for Experiential Learning.